
Programming in Haskell – Homework Assignment 3

UNIZG FER, 2013/2014

Handed out: November 1, 2013. Due: November 7, 2013 at 17:00

Note: Define each function with the exact name and type specified. You can (and in
most cases should) define each function using a number of simpler functions. Provide a
type signature above each function definition and comment the function above the type
signature. Unless said otherwise, a function may not cause runtime errors and must be
defined for all of its input values. Use the error function for cases in which a function
should terminate with an error message, and return the exact error message specified.
Problems marked with a star (?) are optional.

1. A similarity metric may be defined as a binary function of two values of the same
type that returns a real value (type Double) representing to what extent the two
values are similar.

type SimilarityMetric a = a -> a -> Double

(a) Define checkTriangleInequality that checks whether the triangle inequality
holds for a given similarity metric m on a a given list of elements L. The
triangle inequality is satisfied if for all a, b, and c from L it is the case that
m(a, b) + m(b, c) ≥ m(a, c).

absDiff a b = abs (a - b)

checkTriangleInequality :: SimilarityMetric a -> [a] -> Bool

checkTriangleInequality absDiff [1..10] ⇒ True

checkTriangleInequality (*) [1..30] ⇒ False

checkTriangleInequality (*) [] ⇒ True

checkTriangleInequality (*) [1] ⇒ True

(b) Define zipN that behaves like zip but operates on arbitrarily many arguments,
arranged in a single input list.

zipN :: [[a]] -> [[a]]

zipN ["abcdef", "12345678"] ⇒ ["a1", "b2", "c3", "d4", "e5", "f6"]

zipN ["abcd", "banana", "crocodile"] ⇒ ["abc", "bar", "cno", "dac"]

zipN [[1..5], [2..]] ⇒ [[1,2], [2,3], [3,4], [4,5], [5,6]]

(c) Define findSimilar that takes an element A, a list of elements L, a list of simila-
rity metrics MS, and an integer N. The function returns a list of N elements from
L most similar to A according to all metrices from MS. The result is arranged
in a list of N lists, where the first list contains the first-ranked (most similar)
elements according to all metrices (in the same order as in MS), the second list
contains the second-ranked elements, etc. Each element should be paired up
with the similarity score.

findSimilar ::

a -> [a] -> [SimilarityMetric a] -> Int -> [[(Double, a)]]
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findSimilar 1 [-2, -7, 6, 0] [absDiff, (*)] 2

⇒ [[(8.0, -7), (6.0, 6)], [(5.0, 6), (0.0, 0)]]

findSimilar 1 [-2, -7, 6, 0] [] 3 ⇒ [[], [], []]

findSimilar 1 [3] [absDiff, (*)] 2 ⇒ [[(2.0, 3), (3.0, 3)], []]

2. Many application require the computation of string similarities.

(a) Define stringSim that computes the string similarity of strings A and B as the
maximum number of matching characters (identical characters at identical po-
sition) for any infix of A and infix of B, divided by sum of lengths of string A and
string B. For example, infixes of "abc" are ["a","b","c","ab","bc","abc"].

stringSim :: String -> String -> Double

stringSim "abcde" "bcd" ⇒ 6/8 ⇒ 0.75

stringSim "fbcdg" "abcde" ⇒ 6/10 ⇒ 0.6

stringSim "elephant" "phantom" ⇒ 10/15 ⇒ 0.6667

stringSim "elevators" "lavatory" ⇒ 12/17 ⇒ 0.7059

stringSim "crocodile" "banana" ⇒ 0/15 ⇒ 0

stringSim "h" "haskell" ⇒ 2/8 ⇒ 0.25

(b) Using stringSim defined above, define findRepresentative that finds the
representative string among a list of strings. Representative string is the string
with the largest sum of similarity scores with all other words from the list.

findRepresentative :: [String] -> String

findRepresentative ["elephant", "phantom", "tom"] ⇒ "phantom"

findRepresentative ["abcde", "fbcdg", "bcd"] ⇒ "bcd"

findRepresentative ["elephant"] ⇒ "elephant"

findRepresentative [] ⇒ error "empty list"

3. Data compression is very useful because it helps reduce resources usage, such as data
storage space or transmission capacity. For this task, you can ssume that the input
strings consist only of letters of the English alphabet.

(a) Run-length encoding (RLE) is a very simple form of data compression in which
runs of data are stored as a single data value and a count, rather than as the
original run. Define a function rle that applied RLE to a the given string.
(Hint: use Data.List.group.)

rle :: String -> String

rle "aaabbbbbc" ⇒ "3a 5b 1c"

rle "banana" ⇒ "1b 1a 1n 1a 1n 1a"

(b) Define rleInverse that applies the inverse RLE operation (RLE decoding) on
a given string.

(c) As can be noticed in the last example (”banana”), RLE is not always help-
ful. For that reason we often use the Burrows-Wheeler transform (BWT), a
reversible string transformation that rearranges a string into runs of similar
characters. Define a function bwt that applies BWT to a given string. Use ’#’

as the EOF delimiter.

bwt :: String -> String

bwt "ananas" ⇒ "s#nnaaa"

bwt "abracadabra" ⇒ "ard#rcaaaabb"
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Now RLE can be applied more successfully!

4. Define easyEval that evaluates a given mathematical expression. The expression
consists only of addition and subtraction operations. Operators and operands are
separated by whitespaces. (Hint: use simple recursion here: "5+7-2+2-2+2-12"

equals "12-2+2-2+2-12".)

easyEval :: String -> Int

easyEval "5 + 7" ⇒ 12

easyEval "5 + 7 - 2 + 2 - 2 + 2 - 12" ⇒ 0

5. Often, when working with a general-purpose programming language, we need to
generate pseudorandom values. Define a set of pure (side-effect free) functions that
help us generate an infinite list of pseudorandom integers.

In order to accomplish this, use the linear congruential generator algorithm combined
with a simplification: skip the step where a number is reduced to a subset of its bits.
A pseudorandom number is therefore equal to (a*X + c) % m, where X is a given
seed value and the other values are constants which you may pick from the linked
wiki page or choose yourself.

After we generate a pseudorandom number in this way, we can again use it as a
seed value to generate a new pseudorandom number. We can repeat this process to
generate a list of them.

(a) Define fromSeed that generates a pseudorandom integer given a seed value (use
the formula above).
fromSeed :: Int -> Int

(b) Fire up ghci and get to know the iterate function. What is its type? What
does it do? Try it out.
ghci> let inc a = a + 1

ghci> iterate inc 0

ghci> let by3 a = a / 3

ghci> take 100 (iterate by3 1000)

Use iterate to define randoms, a function that returns an infinite list of pse-
udorandom integers given a starting seed value.
randoms :: Int -> [Int]

(c) Define choose, a function that chooses a pseudorandom element from an input
list given a starting seed value. In addition to returning the chosen element, it
should also return a new seed value.
choose :: Int -> [a] -> (Int, a)

6. Vigenére cipher (also known as alphabet cipher) is a well-known method in crypto-
graphy. Although Lewis Carroll called this cipher to unbreakable, you are going to
break it!

(a) Define encrypt that takes a key and plaintext and returns the encrypted text.
The key may contain only lowercase letters (if this is not the case, return an
error). The plaintext should contain only lowercase letters and whitespaces
(you should filter the input text to make sure this is the case).
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encrypt :: String -> String -> String

encrypt "vigilance" "meet me on Tuesday" ⇒ "hmkbxebpxpmylly"

encrypt "abc" " bbbbbz" ⇒ "bcdbcb"

encrypt "a" "abcd" ⇒ "abcd"

encrypt "aaaaaaaaa" "abcd" ⇒ "abcd"

encrypt "" "abcd" ⇒ error "not a valid key"

(b) Define decrypt that takes a key and the encrypted text and returns the plain-
text.

decrypt :: String -> String -> String

decrypt "vigilance" "hmkbxebpxpmylly" ⇒ "meetmeontuesday"

decrypt "monkey" "hmkbxebpxpmylly" ⇒ "vyxrtgpbkfiazxl"

decrypt "abc" "bcdbcb" ⇒ "bbbbbz"

decrypt "" "asdf" ⇒ error "not a valid key"

(c) Now, let’s break the Vigenére cipher! The cipher can be broken by a frequency-
based analysis. We know that the most frequent letter in English is the letter
“e”. If we were to use a key that is only one character long, the most frequent
character in the encrypted text would correspond to “e”. For example, if the
key is “b”, then the most frequent letter in the ciphertext will be “b+e=f”.
We can use this insight to break the key: if “f” is the most frequent character,
we know the key is “b”. The problem, however, is that the password is longer
than one. But this can be circumvented by separately analyzing “stripes” of
the ciphertext: all letterst at the first position form one stripe, all letter at the
second position form another stripe, etc. Now, within each stripe, the most
frequent character corresponds to the encrypted version of the letter “e“. We
can again use this insight to reconstruct the key and break the cipher. Of
course, this will only work if the key length is short compared ot the length of
the ciphertext.

First, define stripes that, given the length of the key, extractes the stripes
from a given string.

stripes :: Int -> String -> [String]

stripes 2 "meetmeontuesday" ⇒ ["memotedy","etenusa"]

stripes 3 "meetmeontuesday" ⇒ ["mtoud","emnea","eetsy"]

stripes 3 "" ⇒ ["","",""]

(d) Next, define a function mostFrequent that returns the most frequent character
in a string. If two characters are equally frequent, return either of those. We
hope this will not happen and that the character that is most frequent exactly
corresponds to the letter “e” in plaintext. (Hint: Use sort and group from
Data.List to find the most frequent character.)

mostFrequent :: String -> Char

mostFrequent "meetmeontuesday" ⇒ ’e’

mostFrequent "" ⇒ error "empty list"

(e) Now, using the previous two functions, define breakKey that will reconstruct
the key of known length.

breakKey :: Int -> String -> String

encrypt "bat" "meet me every Tuesday evening"

⇒ "nexumxfvxsymvelearfvxoigh"
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breakKey 3 "nexumxfvxsymvelearfvxoigh" ⇒ "bat"

breakKey 4 "nexumxfvxsymvelearfvxoigh" ⇒ "tabr"

(f) Of course, as you can see above, breakKey will only work if we guess the key
length (and if the message is long enough). Finally, define breakCipher that
puts all these functions together by trying to break the cipher with keys of
various lengths, and returning (key,plaintext) candidates. (Any ideas how
this function could be further improved?)

breakCipher :: Int -> Int -> String -> [(String,String)]

breakCipher 2 4 "nexumxfvxsymvelearfvxoigh"

⇒ [("ta","ueeutxmvesfmcesehrmveopgo"),

("bat","meetmeeverytuesdayevening"),

("tabr","uewdtxeeesxvceknhreeeohpo")]

Now, try to break the message in ciphertext.txt. To read in this file, simply
type xs <- readFile "ciphertext.txt" in the GHC interpreter.
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Corrections

v2: 2a-6: "1/8" => "2/8"

v3: 1: SimilarityMetric => SimilarityMetric a

v4: 1c: fixed test examples

v5: 1a: add type signature

1b: zipn => zipN

v6: 1a: Double => Bool

v7: 3c: rcaaabb => rcaaaabb

v8: 5b: 1+ => + 1
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